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Bagherzadeh, Arun-Kumarfor multi-agent programming, and de�ned the semantis of the language interms of strutural operational semantis [10℄. One of the shortomings ofthat semantis is the stati nature of preonditions and e�ets of a message,i.e., the preonditions and e�ets of messages are �xed and the programmerannot hange them. This has two drawbaks, �rstly, a programmer might notlike the spei�ed onditions and e�ets hold and he might like to de�ne someother onditions and e�ets to be assumed during the sending or reeiving amessage. Seondly, the rationality of programs is low, in the sense that allthe agents are treated in the same fashion, but the programmer might like tohave di�erent agents ommuniating in di�erent ways. For example sendingof a message to a trusted agent might have di�erent e�ets than those of anuntrusted agent. In this paper we have hanged ECCS to apture this issue.To do this, we have assumed a programmer will de�ne a set of ommu-niative ations whih we all performatives where eah performative has apreondition and a post-ation. The preondition ould be a formula andthe post-ation is a proedure whih desribes the hanges in the informa-tion store of the agent after ommuniation. For a partiular performative,an agent either sends or reeives the performative. For eah of these irum-stanes the orresponding preonditions and e�ets need to be de�ned. Thee�et of sending a performative is di�rent from the e�et of reeiving the sameperformative. Any agent program has its own e�ets (perhaps di�erent fromother agents).The literature ontains several agent-oriented languages with a variety ofommuniative ats (eg. AGENT-0 [12℄, AgentSpeak(L) [11℄, GoGOLOG [7,5℄,3APL [6℄, et.). Even the ats themselves may be di�erent, they are all besetwith the same shortommings as ECCS [1℄.Although ommuniation issues have been onsidered in these languages,they form only a small subset of CAs mostly from KQML (or FIPA-ACL).Our attempt in this paper is to de�ne a method whih gives enough ex-ibility to the programmer to de�ne new performatives and de�ne their pre-onditions and e�ets on both sides of the ommuniation. Thus the set ofommuniation ats is not �xed and the new ones an be added.We use CCS [8℄ and extend it with some primitive CAs from FIPA-ACL [4℄.We de�ne a strutural operational semantis [10℄ of the language. This paper isorganized as follows. In setion 2 we show the struture of the the informationstore. Setion 3 de�nes the syntax of agent programming language ECCS andthe semantis of ECCS is de�ned in setion 4. In setion 5 we work out theFIPA-request protool, and setion 6 is the onlusion.2 Information StoreLet Ag = f1; :::; ng be a set of agents. Eah agent has an Information Store(IS) whih inludes a set of beliefs and a set of goals. We use modal operatorsBi and Gi to stand for beliefs and goals of agent i 2 Ag respetively. We have2



Bagherzadeh, Arun-Kumarassumed a logi KD45 for belief operator and a logi KD for goals. Theseaxioms for belief operator are: (assume F and H are two formulas)K: ` Bi(F ) H)) (BiF ) BiH) 4: ` BiF ) BiBiFD: ` BiF ) :Bi:F 5: ` :BiF ) Bi:BiFIn addition to above axioms we de�ne following axioms whih represent rea-sonable relations between beliefs and goals of an agent.� BiGi� , Gi�� Bi:Gi� , :Gi�2.1 The Logi BGn [2℄Assume D is a domain representing the set of objets of the system, Const isa set of onstants eah of them representing an objet of the domain D, Varis a set of variable symbols, and P = fp; q; r; :::g is a set of atomi prediatessuh that every atomi prediate has a prede�ned arity. A term t is eithera onstant or a variable (variables are universally quanti�ed over the largestsope). Assume i 2 Ag is an agent, then formulas of BGn are de�ned as:� true and false are formulas of BGn;� Any atomi prediate p(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 P is in BGn, where t1; : : : ; tn are terms;� If F and H are in BGn then so are :F ; F _H ; F ^H ; BiF ; GiFWe assume eah agent (say i) has a �nite belief base, denoted 	Bi, andde�ned as:	Bi � f! j where ! is a losed BGn formulagA formula is losed if it does not have any free variables. Notie that belief orgoal bases may have formulas with nested modalities. The semantis of thelogi BGn is de�ned in a fairly standard fashion in [2℄. We assume the set ofbeliefs is onsistent, i.e., 	Bi 6j= false.Any agent i has a �nite set of goals alled the goal base of i. The goalbase of agent i, denoted as 	Gi , is de�ned as:	Gi � f! j where ! is a losed BGn formulagNote that the goal base of an agent should be onsistent, and it may notontain two inonsistent goals simultaneously. I.e., 	Gi 6j= false.The satisfation relation between pairs of form h	i; �iwhere 	i = (	Bi ;	Gi)is a (onsistent) information store of agent i, and � 2 BGn, is de�ned as:� 	i j= Bi� i� 	Bi j= �� 	i j= Gi� i� 9! 2 	Gi; ! j= �� We de�ne satisfation relation for intention as: 	i j= Ii� i� 	i j= Gi� and	i 6j= Bi�. 3



Bagherzadeh, Arun-KumarFirst rule states that an agent believes some formula �, if � is a logial onse-quene of its belief base. The seond rule states that agent i has � as a goalif � is a logial onsequene of some formula ! 2 	Gi. The third rule statesthat an agent intends a formula � if � is a onsequene of some goal and theagent does not believe �.In this paper we don't disuss the belief and goal revision in detail, as theyhave been disussed already in [2℄. We have also given a sound and ompleteproof system in [2℄ for the propositional fragment of BGn. We have assumedthat the belief revision funtion de�ned there, works for both the belief andgoal bases. We assume funtion revise(	Bi, �) updates the belief base with�, and revise(	Gi, �) updates the goal base with �. Moreover the operator� is used for deleting formulas from the belief or the goal bases. To delete aformula � from a belief base 	Bi, we perform revise(	Bi, � �). To removea formula � from the goal base we use revise(	Gi, � �) whih removes thegoals whih imply �.3 Syntax of Agent Programming LanguageThe following BNF de�nes the programming language L.� ::= 0 j �(�):� j (�):� j update(Oi!):� j perform(Bat):�j query(!):� j observe(l):� j �1 + �2 j A(�!t ) (1)The intuitive meaning of di�erent onstruts are as in CCS [8℄. Operators�(�) and (�) are used for sending and reeiving information between agentsrespetively, where  is an unidiretional ommuniation hannel between twoagents (with an input port  and output port �) and � is a message type orperformative suh as inform(!) or request(a). These performatives will beexplained in the sequel. Operators update(Oi!) (where Oi 2 fBi; Gig and! 2 BGn) and query(!) are used respetively for updating and queryingthe information store. observe(l) is used to observe the literal l from theenvironment, where l = p or l = :p and p 2 P is an atomi prediate. Batis an internal ation (basi ation) whih is de�ned by the programmer, andperform(Bat) whould run Bat. Basi ations would be explained later.The meaning of the omposition operators is as usual. a:� is a proessthat an perform ation a and then beome the proess �, �1 + �2 is hoie,whih means either �1 or �2 will be exeuted. A(�!t ) is the all of a label (orproedure in imperative languages) with atual parameters �!t .Formally an ECCS agent is a tuple Mi = h i, 	0Bi, 	0Gi, Bats, Ch, LB,�, P ats i where i is the identity of the agent, 	0Bi is its initial belief baseand 	0Gi is initial goal base, Bats is a set of basi ations, and Ch is a listof hannels whih are used by i for ommuniation. LB is a set of proedureswhih we all labels, and � 2 L is the main program. Finally P ats is a setof performative ats to be used in ommuniation.4



Bagherzadeh, Arun-KumarA basi ation is de�ned as h b(�!x ) : �(�!x );  (�!x ) i, where b is the name ofthe ation, �!x is a set of formal parameters and pre(b(�!x )) = �(�!x ) 2 BGn,and post(b(�!x )) =  (�!x ) 2 BGn are its pre and postondition respetively. Ahannel is de�ned as (s,r) where  is the name of hannel, s is the sender,and r is the reeiver. Labels are de�ned as A(�!x ) =def �(�!x ), where � 2 Lis a program of the grammar (1), and �!x is a set of formal parameters. Aperformative at (P at) is similar to a basi ation, with a preondition, butinstead of the postondition, it has a post-ation whih is a restrited programof the grammar (1) (without ommuniation and labels). Any P at shows theonditions to be satis�ed before ommuniation and the e�ets to be ahievedafter the ation. P ats would be disussed ompletely in the setion 4.1.Finally a multi-agent system is a parallel omposition of various agentswhih may ommuniate together. Its syntax is de�ned as:M = M1 j M2j ::: jMn where Mi(i 2 Ag) are agents.3.1 Performatives of FIPA-ACLSome of the performatives of FIPA-ACL [4℄ are presented in table 1.perf. syntax semantisinform hs; inform(r; !)i FP : Bs! ^ :Bs(Bifr ! _ Uifr !) RE: Br!request hs; request(r; a)i FP : (FP (a)[snr℄) ^ BsAgent(r; a) ^ :BsIrDone(a)RE : Done(a)hs; agree(r;< s; at >; �)i = hs; inform(r; �)i where � = IsDone(< s; at >; �)hs; refuse(r;< s; at >; �)i= hs; dison�rm(r; �)i; hs; inform(r; �)iwhere � = Feasible(< s; at >) , � = �^:Done(< s; at >)^:IsDone(< s; at >)hs; failure(r; a; �)i = hs; inform(r; �)i� = (9e)Single(e)^Done(e;Feasible(a)^ IsDone(a)) ^ �^ :Done(a) ^:IsDone(a)Table 1Some of the performatives of FIPA-ACL.The �rst two performatives are primitive and the next three are ompositeperformatives, whih are de�ned based on the primitive ones. The syntax ofeah performative is of the form < s; at(r; �) >, where s is the sender, r isthe reeiver, at is the type of ation, and � is the ontent of the message.The semantis of eah performative onsists of Feasibility Preondition (FP),whih need to be satis�ed before the at is performed, and Rational E�et(RE), whih is the e�et expeted by the sender after the at is performed.In this table, Ur! means that r is unertain about !. Although this op-erator is de�ned in the semantis of FIPA-ACL performatives, its semantisis vague, and we will ignore it in our framework. The problem of using theunertainty operator appears when we ombine it with beliefs and goals in the5



Bagherzadeh, Arun-Kumarontext of proof method de�ned in [2℄. We believe that the proof method inthis ase beomes very diÆult.Moreover, in this table, Bif r(!) = Br! _ Br:!, Uif r(!) = Ur! _ Ur:!.FP (a)[snr℄ denotes the part of the FPs of a whih are mental attitudes ofs, Agent(r,a) means that agent r an perform ation a, Done(a,�) meansthat ation a is done (if BiDone(a; �)) or intended to be done (if IiDone(a; �))and � was true just before the performane of the ation, Done(a)=Done(a,true), Single(e) means ation e is an atomi ation and Feasible(a) means thatpreonditions of ation a are satis�ed. We will bak to these in the setion 4.1.4 Semantis of ECCSThe semantis of ECCS is de�ned by Strutural Operational Semantis (SOS) [10℄.Many of the semanti rules are extensions of those for CCS [8℄. Let P be aset of atomi prediates, p 2 P be an atomi prediate, and l = p or l = :pbe a literal.At� = f�g [ f(�); �(�) j � is a ommuniative atg [ fobserve(l)gThe on�guration of an agent inludes those parts whih might hange duringexeution. For an agent, i, it is a tuple h�i;	i; �i; did(i; a)i, where �i is theontinuation of the agent's main program, 	i is its information store, whih isde�ned as 	i = (	Bi; 	Gi) representing the belief base and the goal base of irespetively, and �i is a variable-value binding whih binds variables to values.did(i,a) spei�es that ation a was done by i in the previous transition.The operational semantis of update, query and basi ations are de�ned intable 2. It is assumed that O 2 fB;Gg, ! 2 BGn, and 	0i = (	0Bi; 	0Gi) is the	0i = revise(	i; Oi!�i)hupdate(Oi!):�i;	i; �i; �i ! h�i;	0i; �i; did(i; �)i	i j= !�i�hquery(!):�i;	i; �i; �i ! h�i;	i; �i�; did(i; �)i	i j= pre(b(�!t �i=�!x )) and 	0i = revise(	i; post(b(�!t �i=�!x )))hperform(b(�!t )):�i;	i; �i; �i ! h�i;	0i; �i; did(i; �)iTable 2Semantis of internal operations.information store of agent i after revision. The operator query(!) is used toquery ! from the information store and bind the free variables. This operatoris exeuted if there is a ground substitution � suh that !�i� is satis�ed by6



Bagherzadeh, Arun-Kumarinformation store of agent i, otherwise it won't proeed. We assume � is aground substitution suh that Free(!�i) � Dom(�). Here Dom(�) is the listof variables of � and Free(!�i) is the set of free variables of !�i.In the semantis of basi ations, b(�!x ) is a basi ation, and �!t �i is aground list of terms and (�!t �i=�!x ) is a substitution of the parameters of �!xwith the orresponding ground terms from �!t �i.4.0.1 Observe:observe(l(�!t )) where l is a literal, is used for updating the information of anagent by observing some atomi prediate from the environment. There aretwo purposes for observe: observing some new information from the environ-ment or verifying the existing beliefs from the environment. In the followingwe assume � is a ground substitution suh that Free(�!t �i) � Dom(�), andEnv denotes the environment and it ontains the truth value of a set of relatedprediates. 3 9� Env j= l(�!t �i�);	0i = revise(	i; Bil(�!t �i�))hobserve(l(�!t )):�i;	i; �i; �i ! h�i;	0i; �i�; did(i; observe(l(�!t �i�)))iNote that if l(�!t �i�) is already believed, then the revision will not hangethe set of beliefs. If �!t �i is ground then the environment needs satisfy onlyl(�!t �i). Finally if there is no substitution � suh that l(�!t �i�) is implied bythe environment then we have the following rule:8� : Env 6j= l(�!t �i�)hobserve(l(�!t )):�i;	i; �i; �i ! h�i;	0i; �i; did(i; �)iIn this rule if l(�!t �i) is ground then 	0Bi = revise(	Bi ;� Bil(�!t �i)), i.e.Bil(�!t �i) will be deleted from the set of beliefs. But if l(�!t �i) is not groundthen 	0Bi = 	Bi. We assume at any time at most one substitution � may beobserved for �!t �i. I.e., if Env has more than one possible substitution �, onlyone of them will be observed.4.0.2 Label:Let A(�!x ) =def �(�!x ) be an agent name, and �!t a list of terms. The semantisof A(�!t ) is de�ned as:h�(�!t �i=�!x );	i; �i; �i ! h�0;	0i; �0i; did(i; a)ihA(�!t );	i; �i; �i ! h�0;	0i; �0i; did(i; a)i3 Environment might be assumed as an agent, whih is ommuniated by the observeommand. 7



Bagherzadeh, Arun-Kumar4.1 Communiation OperatorsWe have two operators for ommuniation of agents: sr(m) and �sr(m) forreeiving and sending information m through hannel sr 4 , respetively. Weassume m is of the form perf(�), where perf is a message type like inform orrequest, and � is the ontent of the message. Assume perf is a typial per-formative. To send a message, the sender must satisfy some preonditions.In addition there might be some revisions in the mental states of the agentsinvolved in the ommuniation. We don't �x any onstant preondition andrevisions of mental state in the semantis of the ommuniation operators,instead, we let the programmer de�ne these preonditions and appropriate re-visions for any partiular performative. The programmer is allowed to de�nea performative at (P at), perfout for any performative perf. This P at hasa preondition and a post-ation whih show the onditions to be satis�edbefore sending the perf, and the revisions after sending. Similarly the pro-grammer an de�ne a P at, perfin for any performative perf, to speify theorresponding revisions after reeiving a message.Formally these ations are de�ned as: perfout(r,�)= h!(self; r; �); �(self; r; �)i(for sending), and perfin(s, �) = h�; �(self; s; �)i (for reeiving), where r, �are formal parameters, and !(self; r; �) is a formula of BGn denotes the pre-ondition of the performative perf. �(self; r; �) is a program of the followinggrammar (2) whih shows the internal ations to be done by self immedi-ately after the ommuniation. self is the owner of the ation. Considering aproedure, instead of a formula in post-ation, gives us more exibility to atrationally. Using this method an agent may do di�erent revisions after sendingthe same message to di�erent agents. To avoid nonterminating proedures, weallow only the simple sequential programs with internal ations without om-muniation ats and reursion. The formal syntax of this simpli�ed languageis:� ::= 0 j update(Oi!):� j perform(Bat):� j query(!):� j observe(p):� j�1 + �2(2)The language obtained from this grammar is a subset of the language obtainedfrom the grammar (1). We assume pre(perfout(r; �))= ! and post(perfout(r; �))=�. Note that perfin does not have any preondition usually.Example 4.1 Assume we want to de�ne a performative alled inform in ourframework. We might de�ne a P at informout for agent i as:informout ( r, � ):pre = Bself� ^ :BselfBifr�post = update( BselfBrBself� ).query( BselfTrusts(r,self) ).4 Remember that the hannel sr has a sending port �sr whih is used by s and a reeivingport sr whih is used by r. 8



Bagherzadeh, Arun-Kumarupdate( BselfBr�^ � GselfBr� )Here self denotes the agent whih inludes the P at, i.e., agent i in thisexample. We might de�ne a P at informin for agent i:informin( s, � )post= update( BselfBs� ).update( � BselfGsDone(a)^ � BselfBsGselfDone(a) ).query( Trustable(s) ). update( Bself� )where a 2 f �s(self)(inform(�)), �s(self)(inform if(�)) gPreonditions of informout are similar to those given in table 1. In its post-ation we add BselfBrBself�, and if self believes that r trusts self, then it willimply that r would believe � and deletes the goal for Br� beause self hasbelieved Br�Intuitively self after reeiving inform(�) whih is sent by s, believes that sbelieves �, beause it supposes that s is sinere. In addition it will imply thats does not intend any more to do inform(�), and it does not believe any morethat s believes that self intends a (self might already intend that s shouldinform �). If self trusts s, then it believes � too.4.1.1 Output ationBefore de�ning the semantis of the output ation, we de�ne some related on-epts. We de�ne Done(hi,� i, �) to desribe a situation where the expression� is done in the previous step by i, and � 2 BGn was true just before the per-formane of �. We assume � is a program of the grammar 2. Done(< i; � >; �)an be heked by looking at the previous ations of i whih are kept in theon�guration of i.On the other hand an agent, say i, an not hek the previous ations ofanother agent, say j. Thus Done(hj; �i, �) should be stored expliitly in theIS of i. When Done(hi; �i, �) omes in the ontext of a goal operator, (like GiDone(hi; �i, �) or Gi Done(hj; �i, �)), it is manipulated as a prediate whihshould be expliitly kept in the information store. In general we have thefollowing ases:� Bi Done(hi; � i, �) , Done(hi; �i ,�) /* if � is really done by i */� Bi Done(hj; �i, �) ^ i 6= j , 	i j= Bi Done(hj; �i, �)� Gi Done(hj; �i, �) , 	i j= Gi Done(hj; �i, �)The next operator whih is used in this setion is Feasible(�) 5 , whih meansthat � is feasible, and its preonditions hold. A sequene of ations � =a:�0 is feasible in the on�guration C if the �rst ation, a, is feasible in theon�guration C, and in the next on�guration, C 0, obtained from the e�ets ofa on C, the sequene �0 is feasible. This an be done indutively by applying5 Here � might have ommuniation ation also.9



Bagherzadeh, Arun-Kumarthe e�ets of ations in the on�gurations. A hoie of ations is feasible if oneof the hoies is feasible. If � is a ommuniative at then its preonditionsis de�ned by the orresponding P at, otherwise if it is an internal (or basi)ation, then its preondition is de�ned in the orresponding basi ation. Ingeneral we have the following ases:� 	i j= Bi Feasible(a) i�	i j= pre(a) if a is an internal or ommuniative ation of i	Bi j= Feasible(a) if a is an internal ation of j 6= i	Bi j= Bj pre(a) if a is a ommuniative at of j 6= i� 	i j= Gi Feasible(a) i�	Gi j= pre(a) if a is an internal or omuniative at of i	Gi j= pre(a) if a is a omuniative at of j 6= iIt is not possible for i to make feasible an ation a, if a is an internal ationof j 6= i, beause i does not know the preonditions of internal ations of j.The next operator is Agent(i; a) whih denotes that i is an agent whihan do the ation a. It is assumed that there is a global funtion Agt whereany agent i an read globally, but write loally, i.e. only the ations whihan be done by i might be updated by i. This funtion is de�ned as Agt: Ag� At ! ftrue, falseg, whih given an agent and an ation, spei�es whetherthe agent an perform the ation or not. To hek Bi Agent(j; a), we use thefuntion Agt (with parameters j and a). Cheking the nested formulas likeBiBk Agent(j,a) also is possible using the funtion Agt, and it will redue tohek only Agt(j,a). This is beause, i knows that k has aess to this funtion.Finally let �, �0 and �00 be proesses of grammar (2), 	, 	0, 	00 be infor-mation stores, �, �0, �00 be substitutions, and � 2 L be a main program. Wede�ne the big-step transition relation =) as:h�:�;	; �;�i �=) h�:�;	; �;�ih�:�;	; �;�i ��! h�0:�;	0; �0;�i ; h�0:�;	0; �0;�i �=) h�00:�;	00; �00;�ih�:�;	; �;�i �=) h�00:�;	00; �00;�iThe forth element of the on�guration is not important in the transition =)and we show it by 0�0. Now we are ready to de�ne the semantis of the outputation. Let i and j be the sender and the reeiver agents, ij be a hannelfrom i to j, � be the ontents of the message, !=pre(perfout(j,��i)), and �=post(perfout(j,��i)), Semantis of message sending is de�ned as following:	i j= !; h�:�i;	i; �i;�i �) h�i;	0i; �0i;�ih�ij(perf (�)):�i;	i; �i; �i ! h�i;	0i; �0i; did(i; �ij(perf (��i)))i10



Bagherzadeh, Arun-KumarTable 3 represents the default de�nitions of perfout(j; �)) for some perfor-mative. We have written the post-ations of the performatives as a simpleproedure, though a rational agent might have a omplex proedure. In thetable, we abbreviated self as s. Some disussion is needed about table 3.requestout ( j, a ) /* s denotes self */pre = :BsGj Done(hj; ai) ^ Bs Agent(j,a) ^ Is Done(hj; ai)post = revise( BsBjGs Done(hj; ai) ). query(BsTrusts(j,s)). revise( BsGj Done(hj; ai))agreeout ( j, a )pre = Bs� ^ :BsBifj� post = revise( BsBj�), where � = Gs Done(hs; ai)refuseout ( j, a )pre = Bs: Feasible(a) ^ BsBj Agent(s,a) ^ Bs� ^ :BsBif j�post = revise( BsBj: Feasible(a) ^ BsBj� ), where �= : Done(hs; ai) ^:Gs Done(hs; ai)failureout ( j, a )pre = Bs� ^ :BsBif j� post = revise( BsBj� )� = Done(hs;�i , Feasible(a) ^ Gs Done(hs; ai)) ^ : Done(hs; ai) ^:Gs Done(hs; ai)Table 3Default de�nitions of perfout(j, �).In requestout(j; a) the preondition is similar to those in the table 1 withoutFP (a)[snj℄, and moreover self intends that a to be done. In its post-ation,self will believe that j believes that self has a goal to do a and if self knowsthat j trusts self, it will imply that j will reate a goal to do a. In ontrastwith table 1, here we do not onsider FP (a)[selfnj℄ for the sake of simpliity.The preonditions of agreeout are the same as those of informout (de�nedbefore) but ! is replaed with �, whih is de�ned as � = Gself Done(hself; ai)and its post-ation simply adds a new formula BselfBjGself Done(hself; ai).In the preondition of failureout, Done(�,Feasible(a) ^ GselfDone(a)) meansthat an ation has been done and before performane of that ation, a wasfeasible and self had a goal to do a, although in both of the performativesrefuseout and failureout, self does not intend any more to do a (it is shown inthe de�nition of �).4.1.2 Input ationAssume perfin(i,�) is a P at of agent j, where i is the sender, �=post( perfin(i, ��j� )), and � is a valuation of the free variables of ��j, whih will beinitialized during the ommuniation. This will be lari�ed in the parallelomposition rule. The semantis of reeiving is de�ned as:h�:�j;	j; �j;�i �) h�j;	0j; �0j;�ihij(perf(�)):�j;	j; �j; �i ! h �j;	0j; �0j; did(j; ij(perf(��j�))) i11



Bagherzadeh, Arun-KumarTable 4 represents the default post-ation of the P at, perfin(i; �) for variousperformatives.post(requestin( i, a )) /* s denotes self */revise( BsGi Done(hs; ai) ).f query( BsFeasible(a) ). revise(IsDone(hs; ai) )+ query( Bs: Feasible(a) ). revise(:Gs Done(hs; ai)) gpost(agreein( i, a ))revise( BsGi Done(hi; ai) )post(refusein( i, a ))revise( Bs�). revise( � BsBiGs Done(hi; ai) )where � = : Feasible(hi; ai) ^ : Done(hi; ai) ^ :Gi Done(hi; ai)post(failurein( i, a ))revise( BsBi � ^ Bs�). revise( � BsBiGs Done(hi; ai) )� = Done(hi;�i, Feasible(a) ^ Gi Done(hi; ai) ) ^: Done(hi; ai) ^:Gi Done(hi; ai).Table 4Default post-ation of the P at perfin.Let us explain the meaning of the P ats of the table 4. After reeivingrequest(a), the reeiver self will ome to believe that i intends a to be done byself and it believes that i believes that self is able to do a. If a is feasible thenself will intend to do a, otherwise if a is not feasible then self will not intendto do a. In post-ation of agreein(i,a), the reeiver self will believe that i hasintended to do a. In the refusein(i,a), self believes that i believes � and selfbelieves � too. Moreover self does not believe that i believes that self intendsa to be done by i (see requestout for understanding the reason for this). Inthis post-ation � states that a is not feasible and it is not done by i and itis not intended any more to be done. The post-ation of failurein is similar torefusein but with a di�erent de�nition of �.4.2 Summation and Parallel ompositionSemantis of summation �1 +�2 is de�ned as usual. Let a 2 At� then:h�i1 ;	i; �i; �i ! h�0i1 ;	0i; �0i; did(i; a)ih�i1 +�i2 ;	i; �i; �i ! h�0i1 ;	0i; �0i; did(i; a)ih�i2 ;	i; �i; �i ! h�0i2 ;	0i; �0i; did(i; a)ih�i1 +�i2 ;	i; �i; �i ! h�0i2 ;	0i; �0i; did(i; a)iIn the semantis of parallel omposition there are two ases:12



Bagherzadeh, Arun-Kumar1: For any l 2 f�g [ literals:h�i;	i; �i; �i ! h�0i;	0i; �0i; did(i; l)i[:::jh�i;	i; �i; �ij:::℄! [:::jh�0i;	0i; �0i; did(i; l)ij:::℄2: Let �(perf(�)) be the message to be sent by i, and (perf(�)) be themessage to be reeived. Then the ommuniation of two agents i and j an bedone if there is a most general uni�er � suh that ��i = ��j�. The semantisof this ommuniation is de�ned as:h�i;	i; �i; �i ! h�0i;	0i; �0i; did(i; �)i ; h�j;	j; �j; �i ! h�0j;	0j; �0j; did(j; )i[:::jh�i;	i; �i; �ij:::jh�j;	j; �j; �ij:::℄![:::jh�0i;	0i; �0i; did(i; �)ij:::jh�0j;	0j; �0j; did(j; )ij:::℄where � = �(perf(��i)) and  = (perf(��j�)).5 Example: FIPA request ProtoolWe now explain FIPA request protool in the ontext of our framework. Wewill show the evolution of the IS during the running of the protools. Thisprotool allows one agent to request another agent to perform some ation,and the reeiving agent either performs the ation or replies, in some way,that it annot [4℄.Figure 1 presents the ECCS ode of this protool. In this ode we use somenew notations instead of previously de�ned symbols. If  = (i; j) is a hannelfrom i to j, we use the notation (i; j)! instead of � to represent that i sendsa message to j. The notation (i; j) is used by j to represent that j reeives amessage from i. We use Bel i p to express Bip, and Goal i p instead of Gip.Figure 2 shows a sample exeution of this protool between two agentsi and j. The preonditions and post-ations of messages are applied fromthe previous tables. In the exeution of protools we have assumed that theaddition of new beliefs or goals would result in the removal of the ontraditoryold beliefs or goals and their onsequenes. For example note that the laststate of agent i does not have formula 2 (beause of Bi Done(hj; ai) andformulas 4 and 5 beause of the post-ation of r inform. In the last state ofj, formulas 3, 5 and 6 are deleted beause of the addition of 8, semantis ofpost-ation of s inform, and addition of 7 respetively.6 Conlusion and Future WorkIn this paper we have de�ned a language ECCS, with its syntax and semantis.We saw that how new ommuniative ats an be de�ned with appropriateoperational semantis.In [13℄ an operational semantis for agent ommuniation languages hasbeen proposed whih suggests a similar work to be done in FIPA-ACL. We13



Bagherzadeh, Arun-KumarGlobal funtion Agt = {(j,a)=true }Agent i:Initial_beliefs ={ Bel i Trustable(j) }Initial_goals ={ Goal i Done(<j,a>) }Comm_hannels ={ =(i,j), d=(j,i) }Main program:query(Goal i Done(<k,at>)). /* at is bound to a, and k is bound to j */(i,k)!(request(at)). /* instead of hannel name we write its partiipants here */{ (k,i)(agree(at)) +(k,i)(refuse(at))}.{ query(Bel i (Goal j (Done<j,at>))).{ (k,i)(inform(Done(at))) +(k,i)(failure(at)) }}Agent j:Initial_beliefs ={Bel j Trusts(i,j), pre(a)} /*pre(a) is the preondition of a*/Initial_goals ={ }Comm_hannels ={ =(i,j), d=(j,i) }Main program:(i,j)(request(at)). /* at is bound to a */{ query(Int j Done(<j,at>)).(j,i)!(agree(at)).perform(at).{ (j,i)!(inform(Done(<j,at>))) + /* either inform or failure will run(j,i)!(failure(<j,at>)) } aording to their preonditions */} +{ query(not Int j Done(<j,at>)).(j,i)!(refuse(<j,at>))} Fig. 1. FIPA request protool, implemented in ECCS.Agent i Agent j1. Bj Feasible(a) 2. Bj Trusts(i,j)1. Bi Agent(j,a)2. Ii Done(hj; ai)3. Bi Trustable(j)4. BiBjIi Done(hj; ai)1, 2, 3, 4, 5 inform(Done(a))1, 3, 6. BiDone(hj; ai) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. BjBiIj Done(hj; ai)agree(a)5. BiIj Done(hj; ai)1, 2, 3, 4, and BjDone(hj; ai) holdsInternal ation a is done1, 2, 3,
1, 2, 4 7. BjBiBjDone(hj; ai)8. BjBiDone(hj; ai)

request(a) 5. Ij Done(hj; ai)4. BjBiAgent(j,a)3. BjIiDone(hj; ai)1, 2,
Fig. 2. FIPA-request protool.think this is one step to go in suh a diretion. The main ontribution ofthis paper is the exibility of de�ning various semantis for ommuniativeats and ability to de�ne new performatives. However we have onsideredprotools of FIPA-ACL in our mind when de�ning some of the preonditionand post-ations of performatives. Programmers an hange the semantis14



Bagherzadeh, Arun-Kumarwhen they want to use new protools. In [9℄ an approah similar to this issuggested for ommuniation.This work extends the framework of [1℄ in various ways. The most impor-tants are a new method of ommuniation, and the use of a more expressivelogi for information store taken from [2℄. However beause of spae limit wehave not put model heking algorithms here, but it an be de�ned in a similarfashion as [1℄. In this ase, we an simply hek FIPA ompliane properties aswell as other properties of the agents. An issue for future work is to onsiderthe omplete set of FIPA-ACL performatives and protools.Referenes[1℄ J. Bagherzadeh and S. Arun-kumar. A multi-agent framework based onommuniation and onurreny. In LNCS, volume 3326. Springer-Verlag, 2004.[2℄ J. Bagherzadeh and S. Arun-Kumar. Layered lausal resolution in the multi-modal logi of beliefs and goals. In LNCS, volume 3452, pages 544{559, 2005.[3℄ T. Finin and et. al. KQML as an Agent Communiation Language. In N. Adamand et. al., editors, Pro. of CIKM'94, pages 456{463, USA, 1994. ACM Press.[4℄ Foundation for Intelligent Physial Agents(FIPA). Fipa2000 agentspei�ation, http://www.�pa.org.[5℄ G. De Giaomo, Y. Lesp�erane, and H. Levesque. ConGolog, a onurrentprogramming language based on the situation alulus. Arti�ial Intelligene,121(1{2):109{169, 2000.[6℄ K. V. Hindriks and et. al. Agent programming in 3APL. Autonomous Agentsand Multi-Agent Systems, 2(4):357{401, 1999.[7℄ H. Levesque and et. al. GOLOG: A logi programming language for dynamidomains. Journal of Logi Programming, 31:59{84, 1997.[8℄ R. Milner. Communiation and Conurreny. Prentie-Hall, 1989.[9℄ J. Pitt and E. H. Mamdani. A protool-based semantis for an agentommuniation language. In Pro. of the Int. Joint Conf. on Arti�ialIntelligene, pages 486{491, 1999.[10℄ G. D. Plotkin. A strutural approah to operational semantis. Tehnialreport, DAIMI, FN 19, Deptt. Comp. Si., Univ. of Aarhus, Denmark, 1981.[11℄ A. S. Rao. AgentSpeak(L): BDI Agents speak out in a logial omputablelanguage. In W. Van de Velde and J. Perram, editors, Pro. of MAAMAW'96,number 1038 in LNAI, pages 42{55, The Netherlands, 1996. Springer-Verlag.[12℄ Y. Shoham. Agent-oriented programming. Artif. Intell., 60(1):51{92, 1993.[13℄ R. M. van Eijk and et. al. Operational semantis for agent ommuniationlanguages. In Frank Dignum and Mark Greaves, editors, Issues in AgentCommuniation, pages 80{95. Springer-Verlag, 2000.15
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